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Boyd Roberts is responsible for all content, statements, opinions, and conclusions.  He is a licensed broker and is not 
a professional statistician or economist.  All data:  has been taken from sources deemed reliable; is not guaranteed; 
may be subject to compilation errors, data source errors, and statistically invalid data sample sizes.  All projections 
and opinions are not guaranteed.  Original data pulled from California Regional Multiple Listing Service, Inc.  Ac-
tive, Pending, Supply, 3 Month Supply, the Spread, the Pending Indicator, and Market Segment Active data is as of 
October 1, 2019.  Market Segment Sold and 3 Month Adjusted Sold data use most recent 3 months sold data in calcu-
lations.  “Pending” data includes “Active Under Contract” data.  “The Spread,” the “Pending Indicator,” and the 
“Long Term Price Indicator” were developed by Boyd Roberts and are proprietary.  Listing periods separated by 
less than 90 days are combined.  This report is for your personal, non-commercial use and may not be used for any 
other purpose. 

Short Term Pending Indicator.  When the current month pending median (as of the 1st) is $250,000 or more plus/
minus the previous month’s sold median, the short-term Pending Indicator issues an up/down signal.  It has had 18 
up/down signals since February 2016.  All 18 of those signals accurately projected the short-term price movement.  
Seventeen of these moves occurred within 1 month.  One signal took 2 months.  The average move was 15%.  Past 
performance is not indicative of future results. 

Long Term Price Indicator.  When there are 350 or more closings at the end of a calendar year, the Long-Term Price 
Indicator projects that the following year will be up in price.  Since 1999 this methodology has accurately projected 
every up year since 1999 (2015 is the exception).  Past performance is not indicative of future results. 

Boyd Roberts was licensed as a salesperson in 2002 and as a broker in 2004.  Individually and as a broker he has 
closed or overseen the closings of over 800 real estate and real estate loan transactions totaling more than a $1/4 bil-
lion.  Call him for outstanding service. 
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